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Last changes on 4 December 2020, we all craved constructive feedback. We want to know not only what we are doing well, but also what we could do better. However, providing and getting constructive feedback is not just some feel good to use. In the workplace, this is part of the growth of businesses. Let's take a closer look. Why constructive feedback is a critical culture of
feedback benefits individuals on the team and the team itself. Constructive feedback has the following consequences: Builds Employee Skills Think about the last time you made a mistake. Did you come away from the feeling that attacked—the marker of the main destructive feedback—or did you feel like you were founding something new? Every time a team member learns
something, they become more valuable to business. The range of tasks they can deal with is increasing. Over time, they are less mistaken, require less supervision and are more willing to ask for help. Increasing employee loyalty constructive feedback is a two-way street. Employees want to get it, but they also want the feedback they give to be taken seriously. If employees see
their constructive feedback ignored, they can assume that they are not an evaluated part of the team. Nine out of ten employees say they are more likely to stick with a company that takes and acts on their feedback. Strengthens team bonds without trust, teams can't operate. Constructive feedback builds trust because it shows that the commentator takes care of the beneficiary's
success. However, for constructive feedback to work their magic, both sides must take on good intentions. Those who give feedback are truly willing to help, and those who are getting it have to accept that the goal is to build them rather than tear them down. Promoting Mentorship There is nothing wrong with one round of constructive feedback. But when it really makes a
difference is when it's repeated– continuous, constructive feedback is bread and butter mentorship. Be the changes you want to see in your team. Give constructive feedback often and authentically, and others will surely begin to see you as a mentor. Clearly, constructive feedback is something most teams could use more. But how do you actually make it? How to give constructive
feedback Giving constructive feedback is tough. Get it wrong, and your message can fall on deaf ears. Get it really wrong and you could sow mistrust or create tension across the team. Here are ways to provide constructive feedback correctly: 1. Listen first often, which you perceive as a mistake is a decision by someone for good reason. Listening is the key to effective
communication. Try to understand: how did the other person take his choice or action? You might say: Help me understand your thought process. What made you take this step? What is your perspective? 2. Lead Through Compliment at School, you might have heard it called the sandwich method: Before (and ideally, after) complex feedback, share share This tells the recipient
that you value their work. You could say: Excellent design. Can we see it in a different font? Good thinking. What if we tried this? 3. Address the wider team Sometimes, constructive feedback is best provided indirectly. If your comment can benefit other team members, or if the person you're really talking to can do it wrong, try contacting your feedback in the group setting. You
might say, Let's think about it together. I want everyone to see . . . 4. Ask how you can help when you're on the team, you're all in it together. When a mistake happens, you must understand that everyone, not just the person who has done so, has a role to play in correcting it. Provide constructive feedback in a way that recognizes this dynamic. You might say: What can I do to
support you? How can I make your life easier? Is there anything I could do better? 5. Give examples To be useful, constructive feedback should be concrete. Illustrate your advice by pointing to the ideal. What would the end result look like? What is the process of fixing even? You could say: I wanted to show you . . . That's what I prefer in your looks. This is a great example. My
ideal is . . . 6. Be Empathetic Even if there's a trust team, mistakes can be confusing. Lessons can be difficult to swallow. Constructive feedback will most likely be made to the heart when it is accompanied by empathy. You could say, I know it's hard to hear. I understand. Sorry. 7. Smile Management tutorials like Credera teach that communication is a combination of content,
delivery and presentation. When providing constructive feedback, make sure your body language is as positive as your message. Your smile is one of your best tools to get constructive feedback to connect. 8. Be thankful when you're frustrated about the error, it can be tough to see the silver lining. But you don't have to look so hard. Each constructive feedback session is an
opportunity for the team to get better and grow closer. You could say: I'm glad you set this up. We all gained an important lesson. I like to improve as a team. 9. Avoid accusations of giving tough reviews without losing your cool is one of the toughest parts of working with others. Great managers and project managers get upset at the mistakes, not the person who made it. You
might say, We're all going to be wrong. I know you did your best. I don't believe it against you. 10. Take responsibility more often than not, mistakes are made because miscommunications recognize their role in them. Would you have been clearer in your directions? Are you set the other person up for success? You could say: I would ..... Next time, I'll take . . . 11. Time is right
Constructive feedback should not catch people off guard. Don't give it until everyone is packing up to leave the job. a good lunch conversation. If in doubt, ask the person you're providing feedback to schedule a session. Session. choose when they will be able to focus on the conversation rather than their next task. 12. Use your name When you hear your name, your ears naturally
perk up. Use it to provide constructive feedback. Just remember that constructive feedback should be personalized rather than personal. You could say: Bob, I wanted to chat through . . . Does that make sense, Jesse? 13. Recommend, do not order When you provide constructive feedback, it is important not to have countersory. The very act of giving feedback recognizes that the
person who made the mistake was a choice, and when the situation comes again, they will be able to choose differently. You might say, Next time, I recommend . . . Try it this way. Are you on board with it? 14. Be brief even if having empathetically, constructive feedback can be uncomfortable to receive. Get your message across, make sure there are no hard feelings, and move
on. One exception? If feedback is not understood, make it clear that you have enough time for questions. Rushing through what is a clearly open conversation is disrespectful and discouraging. 15. Follow-up activities Not all lessons are learned immediately. After being a member of your team for constructive feedback, follow it by email. Make sure you're just as respectful and
helpful in your written feedback as you do about your verbal communication. You could say: I wanted a reminder . . . Thanks for chatting with me about . . . Does that make sense? 16. Expect improvement Although you should always provide constructive feedback in a supportive way, you should also expect it to materialise. If this is a long-term problem, set milestones. By what
date would you like to see what kind of improvement? How will you assess this improvement? You might say: I'd like to see you . . . Let's check back in after..... I'm expecting you..... Let's make a dent in this with . . . 17. Give Second Chance Giving feedback, no matter how constructive, is a waste of time if you don't have the opportunity to implement it. Don't leave gotcha for a
while, but tap the review recipient the next time a similar task occurs. You could say: I know you'll rock it next time. I'd love to see you try again. Let's even have it still to go. Final Thoughts Constructive feedback is not an easy nut to crack. If you don't give it right, then maybe it's time to get some. Never be afraid to ask. More on Constructive FeedbackFeatured photo credit:
Christina @wocintechchat.com through unsplash.com What's his star sign? is an issue that gets fired off in my WhatsApp group chat when a new love interest enters my life. Next comes Pisces woman, Aries man compatibility internet search, which, inevitably, tell me he is not the One and unfortunately, my search starts again. Now some people will say horoscopes are a bit
questionable. They're fun, of course. Reading them is a bit like opening the old question that tells you taking the quiz whether you really are in love or whether or not MBTI is a psychological analysis test that determines a person's psychological makeup – how they perceive and make decisions. Invented by Katharine Cook Briggs and her daughter Isabel Briggs Myers, it is one of
the most widely used personality figures in the world; more than two million people are estimated to take the test each year. Recruitment websites laud MBTI for being able to predict which career best suits your personality, but critics have called it meaningless, with some psychologists slamming the lack of evidence behind the test. According to MBTI, there are four main
psychological functions: introversion/extroversion, sensing/intuition, thinking/feeling and judging/perception. We all have one desired quality from each category, which, in total, produces 16 unique personality types. Myers-Briggs can be eye-opening and uncomfortable. It will tell you what you don't want to hear. It's also an exciting insight into why we're being the way we do it, and
why we might face it as rude when we think our behavior is perfectly fine. A few years ago, when I was working in finance, my boss asked us to take the test. I thought he was funny, but I did it, and the results were scarily accurate. It turned out that I am an ENTJ (extroverted/intuitive/thinking/judging), a natural born leader who embodies gifts of charisma and trust. Other qualities I
learned include a ruthless level of rationality, using drive, determination and a sharp mind to achieve anything I want. ENTJ is a supposedly rare personality type. At first it felt like an ego boost, but there was a more ferocious overview of my personality to consider: stubbornness, intolerance, impatience and arrogance, and a tendency to be cold and ruthless. On top of that, I
learned that we ENTJs are bad at handling our own – and other – emotions. Whether I like it or not, though, all of the above is pretty accurate. Myers-Briggs can be eye-opening and uncomfortable at the same time. It will tell you what you don't want to hear, and you feel like your flaws are looking at you in the mirror. It is also a fascinating insight into why we are being the way we
do it, and why we might face as rude or blunt when we think our behavior is perfectly okay. Of course, would it translate to dating as well? After all, everyone is a bit strange, close and knowing before meeting someone what kind of weird they'll be could help us avoid misunderstandings. Over the past year or so, I've noticed that people have started putting their Myers-Briggs
personality types on their dating profiles. I wanted to explore this, so I added it to mine. Maybe it could be the answer to find my one true love without wasting more time? Enter James*, lawyer. Also ENTJ, which, according to the Myers-Briggs gods, makes him my perfect match. Two ENTJs are meant to complement each other like no other personality, which was true... Extent.
James I went on four magic dates. He was attentive, kind, intelligent and logical. We discussed politics and engaged in intellectual conversations about history and pop culture. We had the same values and we were both stubborn. Maybe he's alone, I think. Unfortunately, he was not. I got dumped by date number five. There is that ENTJ ruthlessness, I told myself. Next came
Fraser*, hinge match. I asked him to take the test before we met, and he duly agreed. He explained he was an introvert, uncomfortable in social situations and can often be found hiding in the kitchen at parties. Despite this, Fraser turned out to be an ENTP (extroverted/intuitive/thinking/perceptive), charismatic, energetic, debating way. At first he was chatty and engaging enough
for us to talk for a few weeks. But he was also insensitive. He often rejected things I said that made me feel as though he didn't respect me. His Spotify playlist sucked in too. We had one date, but it was clear that it wasn't meant to be. Then I aligned with Tim*. He was an ISFJ (introverted/resuserage/feeling/judging). We got on as a house on fire thanks to his wit, charm and great
sense of humor, but I wasn't sure it would ever work between us. IsfJs are reserved for personality and often lack trust, and Tim showed these qualities. While he was the kindest of my victories, he was too lacklustre about my vivacious ENTJ personality and I had no energy picking up both of us. After all, using myers-briggs to hack my dating game was about as effective as trying
to find true love through the zodiac. But if I failed, other MBTI scientists have been successful. Francesca Specter, writer and founder of the blog Alonement, said she came across MBTI after being asked to take the test during sixth form. She later applied the results of her dating life. I started applying MBTI when I started dating after my ex and I broke up, after seeing it on some
people's online dating profiles, she tells me. There are many Reddit and Quora threads devoted to MBTI and its impact on relationships, and I became obsessed with reading up on it. I met someone who was my perfect Myers-Briggs type. He was a mutual friend and we had flirted before but that was when he told me his MBTI type (INFJ - the perfect type for my ENFP) that I felt it
had the potential to be something special. Francesca says it was the most significant and longest litter she's had since her previous relationship, and credits MBTI for allowing her to understand her partner more. I think all my reading up on his type probably helped me understand him more, she explains. For example, I valued his space as an introvert and understood his resolute,
goal-driven approach to small tasks and a love of competitive games of all kinds, although I don't personally appreciate unnecessarily competitive situations. A potential partner who to impress the answers to questions in a way that is more desirable socially. Socially. will some soften their answers. Dr. Kalanit Ben-Ari, a psychologist, author and relationship therapist, warns against
relying on a personality test to determine whether someone will be a good partner. I think there are other ways to manage relationships and expectations than using this test, she tells me. When you send it to a possible date it's not a clean and structured piece of research. A potential partner who wants to impress will answer the questions so that it is more desirable socially. Does
that mean they're going to lie? No, but there will be some softening of their answers. She points out that Myers-Briggs doesn't look at things that are very important in romantic relationships, such as childhood experiences, personal interests such as religion, and whether you want to have children. If you're relying on a personality test to find love, Dr. Ben-Ari says, then you can
invest your time, expectations and energy in the wrong place. So what should I do instead? You probably have a long list of expectations, but if we want to be realistic because no one is perfect, I suggest thinking about the five non-negotiable values or qualities you are looking for for a potential partner, she says. They, she adds, may vary. For a relationship with a short-term
relationship it might compare how you both use your free time, but for a longer-term relationship it could be whether family time is appreciated. When you are on a date, Dr. Ben-Ari recommends spontaneously directing the conversation to these topics so that you can learn more about your date and make an informed decision about whether you want to invest time in this
relationship. Anything that opens the conversation up has meaning, she adds. The more you know and clear about what you want, the more likely you are to find it. You may have a long list of expectations, but if we want to be realistic, I suggest you think about the five non-negotiable values or qualities you are looking for in a potential partner. Knowing that I am part of a large
community of ENTJs who understand each other is comforting. It has given me an incredible insight into my personality and made me think about how my actions, reactions and behavior affect others. Online dating promises to calculate the compatibility of the data by reducing us to some properties so we can find someone with additional features to sail off into the sunset with. But
as we all know, it doesn't always work. Personality tests are no less reliable. Start again from the beginning... Board...
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